
#32182, Rent - Apartment, Belgrade, VUKOV SPOMENIK

TYPE OF OBJECT SURFACE AREA THE PRICE UTILIZATION

RESIDENTIAL BUILDING 120 m² €1,100 CHECK AVAILABILITY

FURNISH CITY CE YES 1 1 1 1 YES NO 1 NO

BEDROOMS DAILY ROOMS THE FLOOR

2 1 3

Excellent apartment in the complex Oaza near Vuk's Monument in Zvezdara. Located between 4 quiet street, a 5-minute walk

from the market Djeram, and 10 minutes from the Kalenic market. The complex has a supermarket. It consists of 4 vertical with

a landscaped courtyard with a fountain. The entrances are connected to the hall which is with a glass wall separated from the

yard. From the hallway leads to the relaxation area, which has a gym, sauna, solarium and a swimming pool with a glass roof. In

the basement is a garage with marked places, and apartment has provided a place for a great vehicle. The apartment is located

on the third floor and facing towards the east, and is bathed in the morning sun. It consists of anteroom from which the left and

right lead in the sleeping area and living room. The living room is spacious and has a shaded balcony with sitting. The dining

room is in the living room and it continues to the kitchen that is visually completely separated from the living part. There are two

bedrooms with an entrance from the hallway where are also a bathroom with a shower cabin and a mini pantry / closet. One

bedroom is with a double bed, while in another is single bed. Both have plenty of closets. The apartment is equipped with newer

furniture with modern lines and pastel shades, with accents in the form of pictures and beautiful lighting. Very friendly

atmosphere, comfortable, with high ceilings. It has central air conditioning and vacuum cleaner. The building has 24 hour security

service.
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